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Wauconda, IL: Rack’Em™ Racks from Horizon Mfg. Ent., Inc., a leading manufacturer of store 
fixtures & gun racks to the outdoor products market is excited to announce another new item: 

#9328 – 3-rifle waterfall display increases rifle visibility by holding them horizontally.  Displays 
all sizes and styles of rifles - from the smallest bullpup to the largest rifles.  Works in common 
inexpensive glued together wood melamine slat wall (No aluminum inserts required).  Made to 
withstand years of abuse in gun stores, gun vaults and gun closets.  Heavy duty steel display is 
plastic-coated to protect gun finish (similar to a dishwasher rack, plus is not affected by gun 
solvents or gun oils. Display is 15” tall & 13” Depth.  4 versions available #9328 Slat Wall #9329 
Peg Board, #9330 Mount to Any Flat Wall (Mount Anywhere), #9331 grid wall.  (Shelf versions 
available) 

 

About Rack’Em™ Racks from Horizon Mfg. Ent., Inc:  

Horizon Manufacturing Enterprises, Inc. manufactures Rack’Em™ Racks and is leading 
manufacturer of store fixtures to the shooting, hunting & pawn markets, with over 400 displays 
in-stock for immediate delivery.  Rack’Em™ Racks upgrade stores by displaying more guns in a 
smaller space, reduce scratching, increase organization and speed up the buying process.  
Offering both locking displays & non-locking displays. 

Founded in 1990, Horizon Mfg. Ent., Inc. prides itself with the gift of designing simple 
inexpensive displays & racks that work.  You will always get a live friendly person answering the 
phone, we are happy to help with your store layout and questions.  Rack’Em™ displays work in 
common inexpensive glued together wood melamine slat wall (No aluminum inserts required), 
peg board, grid wall & on flat walls (mount anywhere).  Made to withstand years of abuse in 
gun stores, gun vaults, gun closets & gun safes.  Heavy duty steel displays are plastic-coated to 
protect gun finish (similar to a dishwasher rack, plus are not affected by gun solvents or gun 
oils).   

Displays for rifles, pistols, scopes, knives, suppressors, flash hiders, muzzle breaks, barrels, hand 
guards.  Scope comparer, rolling gun displays, rolling - string trimmer, bicycle, chain saw, 
blower, concrete cutter displays, home defense racks, gun safe racks, fishing rod racks, fishing 
rod displays, ice fishing rod displays, boot, glove & wader racks. 
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